
  

                                            

     USING THE LAW AND BUILDING THE LEGAL NETWORK FOR DISABLED PERSONS HUMAN RIGHT 
In Association with  

District Legal Services Authority Raichur , Taluka legal Service Authority Manvi, Women 
and Child Department Manvi , Centre for Nonformula Education and  Continuous 

Education Centre Loyal Institutions Manvi, Disable Person welfare Department Raichur. 

 
  

 The workshop was started with Inauguration by watering the plant and one movement 
song. Mr. Vijayakumar S Hiremat, Civil Judge, was chief guest of the Programme .  Mr, 

Amereshappa President, Advocates Bar association Manvi ,  MR. Mallikarjuana Patil 
Advocate , Mr. Doddappa Advocate, Raichur MS. Eramma  Advocate Raicur, Smt. Lakshmi 
Devi Advocate and Municipality member,  Ragavendra President  District Disabled peoples 
Committee an  Hanumanthappa  Taluka  dis abled peoples Committee member were the 

other dignitaries .There were around 50-60 Disabled people were from different of Raichur 
were  participated in the workshop.  
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 Ms. Manoranji 

ni Advocate HRLN, Bengaluru gave the key address of the workshop and brief introduction of HRLN 
and its aim and objectives are to support the constitutional values of human Rights to access to 
justice to marginalized communities to create a justice society in our country. 

 Chief Guest Mr. Vijayakumar Hire Math, Civil Judge about the constitutional provision for equality 
dignity of life of every individual Citizens of our country.  special provision available for the disabled 
persons in the laws also he explained and he the call to use the laws as weapon to protect their 
individual dignity of life.  

 Mr. Amareshappa Advocate spoke about the schemes available in Taluka legal service committee in 
Manvi how to approach and whom to approach to get the benefits of the free legal services for the 
disabled people.   There were many questions from the participants about free legal aid   service 
given to the disabled people the speaker gave more clarification on their problems in approaching 
and taking use of the legal services authorities committee and he assured to take responsibility of if 
any problem they approach in getting services to sort it out.  
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Ms, Eramma  Advocate Raichur  was  concentrated in her speech on criminal laws , if any crime 
happens on the  physically challenged people  how to approach the police   and get the justice she 
also included some of the important section from  Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act-2016. 

 Mr. Doddappa Advocate from Raichur spoke on Constitutional Articles On 14, 15, 21, including the 
Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act-2016.  

  After the lunch break the participation of the participants were more involved with a lot of 
interactions  
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  Mr. Ragendra  and Hanumantahappa  district and taluka  committee members  and other 
participants have share their  community problems were raised   in the group among them the  

Very important questions were  

 a) The government officials differentiate the disability of the person by accident will not get much 
compensation than the persons’ disability.  

 b) Monthly honourium which government is giving to the 75% will get 1,400 per month and below 
as 600/ is not sufficient and the post man who issue will take the percentage in this amount many 
times that amount aslo will not reach the disable people in time  

 

C)  There is no budget allocation is given for disable persons in Hyderabad Karnataka region, it is an 
urgent need for legal intervention. 

D )  The crime happen on Disable persons are more specially on women and children. So should take 
serious steps to stop such a crime. 

 E )  Government makes the schemes for the disabled persons according to their well and wish they 
are not designing the schemes according to the need of the disabled persons. 

F ) Humiliation, insults verbal and sexual abuse name calling are the daily base offence happens on 
disabled persons in family and society, so there is no dignity of the life for the disable persons in the 
society.  These were the basic and important problems discussed in the programed so the advocates 
gave the legal solution to protect their dignity of life using the laws. 

 

 

 

 Mr. Mallikarjuan Advocate spoke on how to overcome with inferiority which disable feel in the 
society by coating the constitution start with the letter “we the people of India “shows that we all 
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are equal in our society. the disabled persons have same rights and dignity of life as normal person 
have so you all should not think you are inferior than others he said.  

   Mrs. Lakshmi Devi Advocate, who was former Municipality President spoke on the government 
schemes which are available in municipalities and how the budget allocation will be made in the year 
end. She suggested disabled persons should attain such ward meeting and raise your voice loudly for 
your needs and make the politician should listen to you and make schemes and budget according to 
your needs.  

 

 

 

 

    End of the all the sessions, there was a feedback from the participants on the workshop  

 The feedback was, it was a very useful program me and should be conducted for two three days in 
rural areas and make more disabled people to participate in such legal programmers to know their 
rights.  every taluka should have legal networking cell to protect the rights of the disabled persons. 
Etc…  

  The program me end with vote of thanks by Fr. Anil Dsouza director for CNF& CE and with tea.  

 

  

Daliy kannada  Newspaper publication 
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